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This research analyses human-generated clarification ques-
tions to provide insights into how they are used to disam-
biguate and provide a better understanding of information
needs. A set of clarification questions is extracted from
posts on the Stack Exchange platform. Novel taxonomy is
defined for the annotation of the questions and their re-
sponses. We investigate the clarification questions in terms
of whether they add any information to the post (the ini-
tial question posted by the asker) and the accepted answer,
which is the answer chosen by the asker. After identifying
which clarification questions are more useful, we investi-
gate the characteristics of these questions in terms of their
types and patterns. Non-useful clarification questions are
identified, and their patterns are compared with useful clar-
ifications. Our analysis indicates that the most useful clari-
fication questions have similar patterns, regardless of topic.
This research contributes to an understanding of clarifica-
tion in conversations and can provide insight for clarifica-
tion dialogues in conversational search scenarios and for
the possible system generation of clarification requests in
information seeking conversations.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

In order to answer complex natural language information needs, conversational search systems may need to ask
clarification questions to better determine the intent of the user who submitted the question (Christakopoulou et al.,
2016; Zhang et al., 2018; Zou and Kanoulas, 2019). Past work has examined generating clarification questions (Zamani
et al., 2020a; Rao and Daumé III, 2018), offline evaluation of clarification (Aliannejadi et al., 2019; Zamani et al.,
2020b), and interactions with clarification (Zamani et al., 2020c). What is less explored is an understanding of the
characteristics of useful clarification.

Question Answering (QA) forums record asynchronous exchanges between people seeking to solve complex in-
formation needs, including those that a web search may have failed to answer (Liu et al., 2012; Shah et al., 2009). This
is because human-driven online QA services allow users to seek different forms of information, ranging from factual
information, to personal opinion or advice through human-to-human interactions (Choi and Shah, 2016).

Information seeking forums such as Stack Exchange,Quora, or Yahoo! Answers serve needs covering diverse topics.
Although an interaction is asynchronous on a forum compared to the synchronous conversations of a search system,
following Anand et al. (2020), we contend that it is reasonable to assume that users of such forums have similar expec-
tations and behaviours as when engaging with a conversational search system. An initial investigation of information
seeking forums shows that a high percentage of clarification questions are left unanswered, suggesting that not all
clarifications are necessarily useful. This motivated us to investigate what the characteristics of a useful clarification
question are. Therefore, we ask the following research questions:

• RQ. 1: What clarification questions are more useful (in terms of helping the Asker to get a correct answer)?
• RQ. 2: What are the characteristics of useful clarification questions?

To address the research questions, we focus on conversations in Stack Exchange, a popular QA forum. Figure 1,
shows an initial question posted by an Asker, followed by a clarification question from a Responder (any user other
than the Asker). The interaction led to an accepted answer chosen by the Asker. We use this terminology throughout
the paper.

In this paper, we describe how we classify clarification questions with respect to the type of answerer: Asker,
Responder, or when clarification questions are left unanswered. We then investigate the usefulness of clarifications
based on manual annotation. The analysis shows that if Askers interact with a clarification question, they commonly
provide an informative answer. Perhaps unsurprisingly, we find that the Asker tends to answer more clarification
questions. We propose new definitions for useful and non-useful clarification questions based on the findings in this
study and distinguish them accordingly. We show that useful clarification questions is a clarification question which is
answered by the Asker, has an informative answer, and is valuable for the post and the accepted answer. While a non-
useful clarification question is a clarification question when it is left unanswered and is not valuable for the post but,
the post still receives an accepted answer. Comparing the patterns of useful and non-useful clarification questions
shows us some specific patterns, which have higher chances to engage the Asker. We notice useful clarifications often
target Ambiguity/Incompleteness or Confirmation in the post. Our key contributions are:

• Presenting new taxonomy to investigate the usefulness of clarification questions (Section 3).
• Examining the relationship between posts with accepted answers and different types of answerers (Section 4.1).
• Detecting useful and non-useful clarification questions (Section 4.2).
• Extracting and identifying the types and patterns of useful and non-useful clarification questions (Section 4.3).
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F IGURE 1 A question posted on Stack Exchange.

2 | RELATED WORK

We describe related work from four perspectives: the study of human interactions with clarification systems, the de-
sign of clarification systems, the design of clarification datasets, and finally, the study of human to human interactions
when tackling complex information-seeking tasks.

2.1 | Human Interaction With Systems

Insights about the importance of clarification questions in conversational search systems have led to models to gen-
erate clarification in conversational search to understand user intent better. Kiyota et al. (2002) proposed a dialogue-
based QA system utilising a large text knowledge base. The system was designed to navigate users to the desired
answer by asking clarification questions using dialogue cards and description extraction of each retrieved text. When
a user asked a vague question, the system asked the user a dialogue card. This process continued until the question
was clarified. Their study showed that clarification questions are required for any dialogue with a searching system.
Kim and Oh (2009) investigated the criteria which questioners used to choose the best answers in Yahoo! Answers,
a social QA site. They found that the best-answer selection criteria were very similar to traditional relevance crite-
ria; however, socioemotional-, content-, and utility-related criteria were dominant, and there were patterns between
topic categories and selection criteria. In another study on Yahoo! Answers, Shah (2011) found out that most of the
questions received at least one answer within a few minutes, although it took longer to obtain a satisfactory answer.
They also noticed that the sooner a question received an answer, the chances of that answer being selected as the
best answer by the Asker increased.

In 2016, Bodoff and Raban (2016) attempted to understand what the answerer in online QA services must do to
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provide a high-quality answer. They believed that different question types might require taking into account different
aspects of the user situation and showed that answerers extract more conceptual clarifications for closed questions
than for open questions. Jeng et al. (2017) focused on ResearchGate, an academic social networking site. They exam-
ined how scholars exchanged information across three distinct disciplines of Library and Information Services, History
of Art, and Astrophysics. They concluded that scholars took a long time to respond to their peers in information-typed
questions compared to discussion ones. Moreover, users in the field of Astrophysics were more likely to provide fac-
tual information and write longer responses.

Human behaviour in conversational systems was investigated by Vtyurina et al. (2017). They studied participants
conversing with three different conversational agents; an existing commercial intelligent assistant, a human expert
and a human disguised as an automatic system (Wizard agent). The last two agents could ask clarification questions
to help participants complete an allocated information-seeking task. The researchers noticed that participants were
happy to interact with the agents as long as system accuracy was acceptable. Qu et al. (2018) analysed the distri-
bution, co-occurrence, and flow pattern of user intent in information seeking conversations. They classified twelve
classes of intent, including the original question, repeat the question, clarification question, further details, follow up
question, information request, potential answer, positive feedback, negative feedback, greetings/gratitude, junk and
others. Their research led to finding some frequently occurring intent patterns during information seeking. In another
empirical study, Zou et al. (2020) investigated the domain of online Amazon retail to quantify whether and to what
extent users were willing or able to answer clarification questions. The users interacted by the system with a “Yes”, a
“No”, or a “Not Sure” in order to find a target product to buy. They performed an online experiment collecting both
implicit interaction data and explicit feedback from users. They found that users answered 11-21 clarification ques-
tions on average. Most users answered clarifications until they reached their target product. However, 21% of users
stopped answering either due to fatigue or being asked irrelevant questions. Krasakis et al. (2020) studied the effect
of user feedback in mixed-initiative conversations and analysed the performance of a lexical ranking model on a con-
versational search dataset with clarification questions. The researchers showed that effectively understanding and
incorporating explicit conversational feedback is important, and a more fine-grained treatment of the conversations
is crucial.

Clarification in voice queries was investigated by Kiesel et al. (2018) who examined the impact of clarification
on user satisfaction, finding that satisfaction depends on language proficiency levels. They also noticed that the
effectiveness of query clarification depends on the number and lengths of the possible answers. In a follow-up, Kiesel
et al. (2019) showed that clarifications usually improve user satisfaction and that satisfaction is significantly impacted
by the tone of voiced clarifications.

2.2 | Design of Clarification Systems

Zhang et al. (2018) proposed the System Ask - User Respond paradigm for conversational search. They developed a
multi-memory network architecture and trained their model on a large scale dataset in e-commerce. The system
was capable of asking clarification questions from users directly to understand user needs. They performed their
experiments on the Amazon e-commerce scenario based on real-world user purchase datasets and found out that
their approach outperformed state-of-the-art product search and recommendation baselines. Rao and Daumé III
(2019) proposed an initial model for generating clarification questions. They found that their model produced more
useful and specific questions compared to previous models including models trained using maximum likelihood ob-
jective and trained using utility reward-based reinforcement learning. This research inspired other research groups
such as Zamani et al. (2020a), Hashemi et al. (2020), Shwartz et al. (2020) and Dhole (2020) to focus on design of
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clarification systems. Zamani et al. (2020a) focused on the task of generating clarification for open-domain search.
They proposed three models of a Template-based approach, Question Likelihood Maximisation and Query Clarifica-
tion Maximisation for asking clarification questions, and they examined their models using human annotation. They
showed that the Query Clarification Maximisation approach performed better than others. Hashemi et al. (2020) pro-
posed a multi-source attention network and applied it to conversational search tasks for utilising user responses to
clarification questions. They focused on both conversations with only one clarification question and multi-turn set-
ting. Their evaluation showed that their models, which implemented guided transformer, substantially outperformed
state-of-the-art baselines. Shwartz et al. (2020) proposed an unsupervised framework based on self-talk to gener-
ate natural language clarification questions and their corresponding answers. They generated multiple clarification
questions considering a) concatenating one of several question prefixes, curated for each task and b) generating five
questions for each prefix using Nucleus sampling. They noticed several shortcomings of using pre-trained learning
models as knowledge providers, including (i) insufficient coverage, (ii) insufficient precision, and (iii) limited reasoning
capabilities. Their empirical results demonstrated that the self-talk procedure they proposed substantially improved
the performance of zero-shot language model baselines and outperformed models that obtaining knowledge from
external knowledge bases Dhole (2020) presented a method to disambiguate queries that are ambiguous between
two intents. They stated that the proposed method could take advantage of any question generating system with no
need for annotated data of clarification questions.

In other studies on clarification systems, Wu et al. (2020) proposed the Predicting, Explaining, and Rectifying
Failed Questions (PERQ) framework and Kumar et al. (2020) conducted ranking clarification questions using natural
language inference. Wu et al. (2020) developed the PERQ framework to improve Knowledge-based Question Answer-
ing systems’ accuracy over simple questions. They designed an interactive system that identified ambiguities in failed
questions and requested minimal clarification actions from users. Kumar et al. (2020) ranked clarification questions
using natural language inference and defined a clarification question as good when the answer to the clarification led
to a resolution of the underspecification in the question posed in the original post from the Asker.

2.3 | Clarification Question Datasets

The study of clarification requires datasets on which test can be run. In the absence of standardised datasets, some
researchers created their own. Rao and Daumé III (2018) drew data from Stack Exchange and a formedmodel for learn-
ing to rank clarification questions. They evaluated their model against expert human judgments and demonstrated
significant improvements over baselines. Aliannejadi et al. (2019) constructed an open-domain clarification question
dataset using crowdsourcing. Their experiments demonstrated that asking only one good clarification question im-
proves retrieval performance. Penha et al. (2019) created a dataset that focused on the interaction between an agent
and a user, including clarification questions. The researchers presented a conceptual model and provided baseline re-
sults for conversation response ranking and user intent prediction tasks. Zamani et al. (2020b) introduced a collection
of search clarification data drawn from real web search queries. The collection included two datasets of user interac-
tions with search clarification and one dataset based on manual annotations of clarification panes in the Bing search
engine. Each clarification was generated by a Bing production algorithm and contained a clarification question and
up to five candidate answers. Datasets included (1) MIMICS-Click included unique queries, their associated clarifica-
tion panes, and the corresponding user interaction signals, (2)MIMICS-ClickExplore was an exploration data including
aggregated user interaction signals for unique queries with multiple clarification panes and (3) MIMICS-Manual with
unique real search queries with clarification pairs which were manually labelled by at least three trained annotators.
Kumar and Black (2020) proposed a large-scale dataset for the task of clarification question generation. They pro-
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posed a bootstrapping framework to employ a neural network for classifying clarification questions. Min et al. (2020)
introduced an open-domain QA task to find every possible answer and then to rewrite the question and to clarify the
ambiguity which led to each answer. They constructed a dataset from an open-domain QA benchmark. The dataset
contained diverse types of ambiguity, which are not normally visible from the prompt question alone.

2.4 | Human to Human Interaction and Clarification

In studies conducted to understand the characteristics of clarification questions, Kato et al. (2013) and Braslavski
et al. (2017) investigated human-generated clarification questions in Social Q&A and Stack Exchange sites, respectively.
Kato et al. (2013) investigated the relationship between clarification questions and dialogue outcomes with respect
to the specificity of the posted question and the requested clarification in a social QA system. They classified the
clarification questions into seven types of Check, More Info, General, Selection, Confirmation, Experience and Other
and found out that the most common clarification question type is Check. They showed that about one-third of all
dialogues had clarification requests. They also developed a question classifier to provide clarifications in the case
of underspecified requests. Braslavski et al. (2017) analysed user behaviour and types of clarification questions in
Stack Exchange to explore the problem of predicting the specific subject of a clarification question. They divided the
clarification questions into seven types of More Info, Check, Reason, General, Selection, Experience and Not a ClarQ.
They also investigated three-word question starting patterns of common clarification questions. They found that
clarification questions vary in topic and format and mainly depend on the content and individual characteristics of
users.

2.5 | Summary of Related Work

Literature review shows that previous works studied human interaction with different QA systems and the selection
and generation of clarifications in the context of web search and conversational search. Studies on generating clar-
ification questions in search engines and also in conversational search systems are in the early stages with limited
success. While generating and asking clarification question is important, getting an answer for the clarification ques-
tion is also important to help the system to respond better. Therefore, any system which generates, ranks and asks
clarification questions requires understanding what clarification question is more engaging (useful clarification). Even
this needs to be considered in developing any clarification question dataset. However, the characteristic of such clar-
ifications is challenging and relatively less explored. User engagements with clarification can be used as a signal for
identifying useful clarifications. Among all discussed studies, the research conducted by Braslavski et al. (2017) which
focused on human-generated clarification questions, was the closest research to our work. In contrast, we first clas-
sify clarification questions based on the type of the answerer to focus on those which engage the Asker more. We
then define new taxonomy to investigate the usefulness of clarification questions from different aspects. The findings
of this research help us to determine useful and non-useful clarification questions. This is a more detailed analysis
compared to Braslavski et al. (2017). They classified clarification questions into several types and presented common
patterns in general, while we define different types regardless of their answers, identify popular patterns of the useful
clarification questions, and compare useful with non-useful clarification questions.
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TABLE 1 The analysed sites of Stack Exchange.

Site Category # Posts

Quantitative Finance, (QF) Business 13,187

English Language and Usage, (EL) Culture/Recreation 107,266

Science Fiction and Fantasy, (SF) Life/Arts 55,959

3 | METHODOLOGY

To investigate our research questions and better understand what clarification questions are useful in terms of helping
the Asker of a post obtain an accepted answer, we investigate publicly available data from Stack Exchange1 covering
a period from July 2009 to September 2019. We investigate three sites that had the highest number of posts in
each of three different Stack Exchange categories: Business (which holds three sites), Culture/Recreation (46 sites)
and Life/Arts (26 sites). Table 1 reports the details of the three chosen sites: Quantitative Finance (QF), English
Language and Usage (EL), and Science Fiction and Fantasy (SF). As stated by Shah et al. (2009) and Liu et al. (2011),
such popularity may indicate that users cannot satisfy their information needs using web search engines.

The data is first processed by identifying posts, potential clarification questions, and their answers within the
data (Sec. 3.1). Second, questions are classified with respect to the type of answerer (Sec. 3.2). Third, the relationship
between the type of answerer and the post is investigated (Sec. 4.1).

3.1 | Identifying Potential Clarifications

To identify potential clarification questions, we collect comments from within posts that contain at least one sentence
ending with a question mark, regardless of the question content. Sentences containing question marks that appear
in the form of a quotation are ignored (e.g. Note swiss German might say: “Wie isch ire Name?”). A question is also
disregarded if it is part of a hyperlink (e.g. “I’ve voted to close, per our top answer here [Are stories that only appear to
contain fantastical elements on topic?]”). We exclude any questions submitted by the Asker, assuming that the person
who submitted a post would not ask for clarifications. In addition, if the question starts with “@username”, it should
be the Asker’s username. This is to ensure that the question is directed to the Asker and is not part of a conversation
between other users.

In order to identify the answer to a clarification question, the following criteria have to be met:

• The comment starts with “@username”, which is the name of the user who asked the clarification question.
• The comment is submitted after the clarification question, based on timestamps.
• The user who asks the clarification question did not comment between the clarification question and the pro-

vided answer to that clarification question (this maximises the likelihood of the comment being a response to the
clarification question).

1https://archive.org/details/stackexchange
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3.2 | Annotation and Data Sampling

To investigate the characteristics of clarification questions based on the type of answerer – the Asker, a Responder,
or unanswered questions – we conduct a manual annotation to answer the following questions:

• Is a potential clarification question as defined above an actual clarification question?
• Does the clarification question have an informative answer?
• Does answering the clarification question add any value to the post overall? (The focus of this attribute is the

clarification question itself, regardless it has an answer or not.)
• Does answering the clarification question add any information to the accepted answer of the post?

Three annotators, one who also acted as coordinator, carried out the labelling. Annotators included one man and
two women, one with knowledge in finance. They were all proficient in English and conducted the annotation process
in three months. The coordinator met the other two annotators to explain the labelling strategy and the annotation
procedure (the guidelines) to provide a common ground for everyone. The coordinator collected all annotations, ag-
gregated them, and identified any disagreements. Next, the coordinator met the annotators to get their feedback
and discuss any challenges that they encountered. The annotators discussed the labels with disagreement. As a re-
sult of the discussions, the guidelines were sometimes refined, and clarification questions with disagreements were
re-labelled, and those new labels were aggregated once again. 363 posts out of a total of 557 sampled posts were
initially agreed. When the guideline was discussed and amended, in a few cases (17 posts) where there was still dis-
agreement, majority voting was used to obtain the final label. This means the coordinator recorded the related label
if the agreement score was greater than or equal to 66.67%. The developed annotation guidelines are summarised
below:

• Actual clarification question: To determine the usefulness of a clarification question, it is a prerequisite to ensure
that a potential clarification question is an actual clarification question. A potential question is considered as an
actual question (hereafter, simply called a clarification question) if it is on the topic of the post, if it appears to be
clear, and does not contain:
– Sarcastic/humorous questions and rhetorical questions (Braslavski et al., 2017)
– Comments which provide a solution or give a hint for the post in the form of a question (e.g. “Why don’t you

just try a backtest ...?”). This type of question does not generally look for an answer. In contrast to Kato et al.
(2013), we do not consider such a question as a clarification question.

To identify a clarification question accurately, investigation of potential clarification questions, any accompanying
sentences, and the post submitted by the Asker is required. For those potential clarification questions that are
actual clarification questions, the following three attributes are assessed.

• Informative answer to the clarification question: At this stage, we classify an answer to a clarification question as
informative or non-informative. This part of the study is essential because a clarification question needs to have
an informative answer to help the Askers with their posts. An answer to a clarification question is informative
when it responds to the clarification question or a portion of it (Figure 2). There are some conditions when the
answer to the clarification question is not informative:
– The clarification question has accompanying sentences, and the Asker responds to these sentences rather than

the clarification question itself (Figure 3).
– The clarification question receives a relevant but incorrect answer when the Asker misunderstands the clarifi-
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cation question (Figure 4).
• Valuable for the post: A clarification question can be relevant to a post, but it does not necessarily add value to

it. Here, we consider a clarification question as valuable for the post if it attempts to resolve ambiguity or to
eliminate any incompleteness in the post (Figure 5). In contrast, Figure 6 indicates a clarification question asking
something that is not about the post, and therefore does not add value to the post. To evaluate this attribute, the
clarification question and the post need to be considered together.

• Valuable for the accepted answer: We consider a clarification question valuable for the accepted answer if it im-
proves an accepted answer or if answering the clarification question is necessary to produce an accepted answer
for the post. To be considered valuable for the accepted answer, the clarification question needs to meet the
following criteria:
– The clarification question has an informative answer;
– The clarification question is labelled as valuable for the post. This is because the category of valuable for the

accepted answer is a subclass of valuable for the post; and
– The post has an accepted answer.
The clarification question and its answer, the post and the accepted answer need to be considered together to
label this attribute. Since a post usually has some introductory parts or details, in order for a clarification question
to be valuable for an accepted answer, the question needs to address the main focus of the post, in contrast to
being valuable for the post, which can target any aspect of the post. Moreover, the answer to the clarification
questions needs to improve the accepted answer. Figure 7 shows an example of a clarification question that is
valuable for both the post and the accepted answer.

F IGURE 2 Clarification receiving an informative answer.
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F IGURE 3 Clarification receiving an uninformative answer.

TABLE 2 Sample Size (Number of investigated Potential clarification question).

Type of Answerer QF EL SF

Asker 58 67 67

Responder 30 66 66

No one 67 68 68

When the annotation guidelineswere finalised, all clarification questions in the three siteswere randomly sampled
to assess the labels with respect to the type of answerer. To ensure that the samples were representative of their
constituent site, each sample size was estimated based on a finite population with a confidence level of 90% and
an error margin of 10%. To give every potential clarification question an equal chance of being selected, the simple
random sampling approach with a random number generator is used. In total, 557 potential clarification questions
were sampled across the three sites. Table 2 indicates the samples of potential clarification questions (taken from
each domain), which were used to assess four different taxonomies based on the type of answerer.
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F IGURE 4 A useless answer due to a misunderstanding.

F IGURE 5 A clarification asked to eliminate ambiguity.

4 | RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In this section, we present the results of this research and analyses on user engagement with clarification questions,
the usefulness of clarification questions and clarification types and patterns.

4.1 | User Engagement and Clarification

To understand the utility of clarification questions, we analyse questions with respect to the answerer. Table 3 shows
the majority of clarifications (around 90%) are unanswered. Of those that are answered, the Asker is the most likely to
reply. The high percentage of clarifications with no answer confirms the importance of investigating the properties of
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the clarification questions that engage Askers. Results shown in Table 3 are all statistically significant for these three
sites and also for the types of the answerer (two-tailed z-test, p < 0.00001).

Considering those posts where clarification questions are answered by only one type of answerer, we find that
when clarification questions are answered by the Asker, there is a higher chance of the post gaining an accepted
answer (Figure 8). The percentage is significantly higher than the other two answerer types across the three sites
(two-tailed z-test, p = 0.05614 for QF; p < 0.00001 for EL; p < 0.00001 for SF). Next, we examine the relationship
between the percentage of clarification questions answered by the Asker per post with the number of posts with an
accepted answer (Figure 9). We divide the percentage of the clarification questions answered by the Asker into four
bins. As can be seen, there are similar trends across all three sites: the greater the fraction of clarification questions
answered by the Asker, the more posts obtain an accepted answer.

F IGURE 6 A non-valuable clarification question.

F IGURE 7 A clarification that enhances the accepted answer.
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TABLE 3 Who answers clarification questions.

Answerer QF EL SF

Asker 376 (8.7%) 4065 (6.46%) 3144 (9.04%)

Responder 42 (0.97%) 2027 (3.22%) 2100 (6.04%)

Asker & Responder 3 (0.07%) 100 (0.16%) 167 (0.48%)

Unanswered 3905 (90.39%) 56971 (90.48%) 29707 (85.4%)

F IGURE 8 Percentage of posts with an accepted answer, grouped by answerer.

F IGURE 9 Number of posts with an accepted answer grouped by the % of questions answered by the Asker.
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Next, for posts with an accepted answer, we examine the relationship between the number of asked clarification
questions and the rate at which the Asker answers those questions. Figure 10 shows similar trends across the three
sites. We can see the maximum asked potential clarification questions is different in investigated sites (a maximum of
8, 20 and 12 potential clarification questions are asked per post in the QF, EL and SF sites, respectively).

F IGURE 10 Fraction of answered clarifications per question.
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Our analysis indicates that more than 79% of posts with an accepted answer have three or fewer potential clarifi-
cation questions answered by the Asker, regardless of the topic. The mean number of answered potential clarification
question per post is 1.12-1.14, with a mode value of 1 for all sites.

Our findings showed that potential clarification questions answered by the Asker increase the chance of a post
obtaining an accepted answer. Therefore, for the rest of this analysis, we consider a potential clarification question as
useful if it is answered by the Asker and the post receives an accepted answer. We consider a potential clarification
question as non-useful if it is left unanswered, but the post still obtained an accepted answer; i.e. answering the
question was unnecessary to address Asker’s information need.

We also examined the elapsed time between posting a clarification question, the clarification question received an
answer, and the post obtaining an accepted answer to investigate if there is any relationship between them. However,
we have not observed any noticeable trend. This is perhaps because Stack Exchange is an online platform, and the
users are located worldwide, so periods of activity can vary substantially.

4.2 | Useful Clarifications

In the previous section, we started to investigate what potential clarification questions are useful in terms of helping
a post obtain an accepted answer. In this section, we study clarification usefulness using the manual annotation
described in Sec 3.2. We study what percentage of potential clarifications are actual clarification questions. We
further investigate the potential clarification questions that have informative answers or help the post to achieve an
accepted answer.

Table 4 indicates which potential clarification questions were labelled as actual clarifications. We can see that
those answered by Askers are more likely to be actual clarification questions compared to those answered either by
a Responder or left unanswered. Table 4 also shows that the average number of actual clarification questions varies
across sites (71.6% in QF and 59.7% in SF, and 46.2% in EL); the differences are statistically significant (two-tailed
z-test, p < 0.00001 for SF and EL sites; p = 0.0198 for QF and SF sites; and p = 0.0067 for EL and SF sites). The low
average number of actual clarification questions in the EL site in comparison to the other two suggests that most of
the clarification questions in this site might be a comment containing either sarcastic/humorous questions, rhetorical
questions, off-topic questions as explained in Section 3.2. This again suggests that the nature of a topic could influence
user behaviour regarding asking and responding to clarification questions.

TABLE 4 Percentage of actual clarification questions.

Answerer QF EL SF

Asker 79.3 55.2 64.2

Responder 66.7 40.9 54.5

Unanswered 68.7 42.6 60.3

Average 71.6 46.2 59.7

We next investigate the usefulness of clarification questions in terms of their having an informative answer and
being valuable for the post and the accepted answer. In all four of the graphs in Figure 11 we see that more than 90%
of clarification questions answered either by the Asker or a Responder have an informative answer. This shows that
clarification questions normally receive informative answers regardless of the topic. Figure 11 also demonstrates that
the clarification questions answered by Askers are more valuable for the posts compared to clarifications answered
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either by a Responder or left unanswered. Moreover, such clarification questions are more valuable for the accepted
answer in comparison to those answered by a Responder. This highlights the importance of those clarification ques-
tions which are answered by Askers. Findings from Table 3 in addition to the result presented in Figure 11 show that
although Responders contribute more to answer potential clarification questions in the EL and SF sites compared to
the QF site, their contribution in answering the clarification questions are less valuable for the accepted answers.

The results from the manual annotation helped us to get a better understanding of how a clarification question
can be considered as useful in obtaining an accepted answer or non-useful as below:

• Useful Clarification Questions: We consider a clarification question useful if it is answered by the Asker, has an
informative answer, and is valuable for the post and the accepted answer.

• Non-Useful Clarification Questions: We consider a clarification question as non-useful if it is left unanswered
and is not valuable for the post, but the post still receives an accepted answer. This is because such clarification
questions are not only lacking in value for the post but moreover, answering them is not necessary to address the
information need originally posted by the Asker.

The definition of useful and non-useful clarification questions can be applied in other studies on clarification
questions and on other platforms as the usefulness is defined based on the successful interaction with the user who
submits the post and the answer to the clarification in this study whether it is useful for the post to obtain an accepted
answer or not.

F IGURE 11 Characteristics of clarification questions answered either by the Asker or a Responder.
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4.3 | Clarification Types and Patterns

To investigate what are the characteristics of useful clarification questions, we now analyse the type (based on user
intent) and the pattern (represented as a trigram of words) of clarification questions. We compare the most common
patterns of useful clarification questions with the patterns of non-useful clarification questions. This analysis provides
insight for developing models for generating clarification questions in conversational search.

To recognise the patterns and types of clarification questions, we first performed a manual annotation on 376
comments which were answered by the Askers in the QF site and contained at least one clarification question. The
annotation followed the same procedure described in Section 3.1: two annotators performed the classification to
reduce the impact of personal judgement; disagreements were discussed between the annotators and a coordinator
to make the final decision, and we iteratively updated the annotation guideline based on the discussions between the
annotators and the coordinator.

As the large size of the complete dataset made complete manual labelling infeasible, the remaining clarifications
(answered by Responders or left unanswered) in the QF site, and all clarifications in the two other sites, were labelled
automatically using a Random Forest classifier. We used TF-IDF weighted bag-of-word features which included n-
grams (n ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}). To provide more meaningful representation some patterns such as could you please give, can
you please give, could you give and can you give are compiled. The classifier was trained on 80% of the aforementioned
annotated dataset collected from theQF site. Each data point includes a clarification question and its type and pattern.
We also noticed that there were some questions that did not follow any specific patterns (e.g. “Perhaps question an
example of one of your long sentences?”). Therefore, we put some clarifications which did not follow any patterns in our
training data to detect such clarification questions. We excluded these clarification questions from our analysis. To
foster this research, we open-source our implementation and annotated data.2

To measure the accuracy of the classifier, we used the remaining 20% of the annotated data as test data. Our
model achieved an accuracy of 78.21% on the held-out test set. To further verify the quality of the automatic annota-
tion process, 10% of the results were cross-checked by the annotators. The accuracy of the labelling reported by the
annotators was found to be 72.32%. Annotators were also asked to edit any pattern which was labelled mistakenly
and to add these to the list of detected patterns and types.

After classification, we investigated if there was any relationship between clarification questions answered by the
Asker, posts with an accepted answer, and the type of clarification questions (Section 4.3.1). We then compared and
analysed the highest frequency patterns for the useful and non-useful clarification questions (Section 4.3.2).

4.3.1 | Clarification Types

The six identified types of clarification questions are presented below:

• Ambiguity/Incompleteness: The clarification question asks about an unclear part of the post. The post either is
ambiguous or some information is missing, which means further clarification or more details are required. In such
cases, asking a clarification question may lead to the post being revised (e.g. “How much money did you assume to
start with?”)

• Confirmation: The Responder may ask a clarification question to confirm her/his perception about a piece of
information in the post. In some other cases, the Responder may want to emphasise important information in the
post and confirm it with the Asker (e.g. “Does it have to be a single word?”).

2github.com/Leila-Ta/Clarification_CQA/
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• General: The clarification question is a general question that does not refer to any specific part of the post. Such
clarification questions can often be asked from all posts (e.g. “Would you like to make the question more specific?”).

• Incorrectness: When the Responder thinks there iswrong information in the post, this type of clarification question
is asked by the Responder to resolve the problem before providing an answer (e.g. “Are you sure it is 62 and not
66?”).

• Paraphrasing: The Responder attempts to paraphrase the post by asking clarification questions to make it more
digestible and to understand the post correctly (e.g. “Are you asking how to write an exchange simulator?”).

• Suggestion: The Responder asks clarification questions to draw the Asker’s attention to a specific point, which
can sometimes be a solution in the form of a suggestion, a reference, or an example (e.g. “Can the book “Monte
Carlo simulation in financial engineering” by Glasserman help you?”).

Figure 12 shows the percentage of the type of the asked clarification questions in each site. It is evident that all
three sites show similar trends for all types except Suggestion in the SF site. We can see thatAmbiguity andConfirmation
are the most common followed by General and Suggestion. It is not unusual to find out that the type of Ambiguity is
the most common type. This is because the clarification questions are mainly asked to eliminate any ambiguity or lack
of information in the post.

To answer whether all clarification questions are useful (RQ1), we found out in sections 4.1 and 4.2 that a clar-
ification question is useful if it is answered by the Asker and helps the post to obtain an accepted answer. Now, as
a first step toward answering RQ2 which is characterising useful clarification questions, we investigate if there is a
relationship between the type of clarification question, Asker interaction, and the likelihood of a post obtaining an
accepted answer. We define a series of measures as follows:

• C l arQT ype : The type of clarification question.
• C l arQAsk er : A clarification question is answered by the Asker.
• PC l arQT ype

: A post contains a particular clarification type.
• PAccAns : A post contains an accepted answer.

We graph the following conditional probabilities:

• P(C l arQT ype | C l arQAsk er ): The conditional probabilities in Figure 13 show the Ambiguity type is most answered
by Askers, however, Ambiguity is the commonest type of clarification question.

• P(C l arQAsk er | C l arQT ype ): Figure 14 indicates that relative to the number of clarifications of each type, the
probability of the Asker answering clarifications is generally even across each site. There are some site-specific
variations, however.

• P(PC l arQT ype
| PAccAns , C l arQAsk er ): Figure 15 shows that given that a post with an accepted answer has a

clarification question, which has been answered by the Asker, the clarification has a high chance to be of type
Ambiguity. However, this is because clarification questions of this type are asked more.

• P(PAccAns | PC l arQT ype
,C l arQAsk er ): The graph of this conditional probability (Figure 16) shows that clarification

type is less important to a post having an accepted answer if the Asker answers a clarification question. We also
see that when clarification questions are answered in the EL and SF sites, regardless of the type, the post gets an
accepted answer almost always.
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F IGURE 12 Distribution of clarifications by type.

F IGURE 13 The probability of a clarification question which has a certain type, given that the clarification
question is answered by the Asker.

F IGURE 14 The probability of a clarification question being answered by the Asker, given a particular
clarification question type.
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F IGURE 15 The probability of a post has a particular clarification question type, given that the post has an
accepted answer.

F IGURE 16 The probability of a post having an accepted answer, given the presence of a clarification question
of a specific type.

4.3.2 | Clarification Patterns

In this section, we detect the patterns of useful clarification questions. Comparing the detected patterns of useful
clarification questions with the detected top 20 patterns and related types of useful potential clarification questions
showed the same patterns. This indicates that we have recognised the patterns of useful clarification questions
without being impacted by the size of the sampled dataset. We also notice there are 65%, 65%, and 85% similarity
in the most popular patterns (top 20 patterns) of the two sites of QF and EL; the two sites of QF and SF; and the two
sites of EL and SF, respectively. We present the most popular patterns (the share and sequence of terms) of useful
clarification questions with respect to the type of clarification questions. These patterns are collectively extracted
from three sites and shown in Figure 17. The gaps in this figure are patterns with a low frequency, which are not
shown. The patterns Is it (noun) and Is there a/any in the type of Ambiguity/Incomp., the pattern of Do you mean in the
type of Confirmation, the pattern of Can you give in the type of General, the pattern of Are you asking/looking in the
type of Paraphrasing, the pattern of Are you sure in the type of Incorrectness and the pattern of Do you know in the type
of Suggestion are the patterns with the highest frequency in the useful clarification questions. We also observe that
apart from the pattern of Is it (noun) which exists in both types of Ambiguity/Incomp. and Confirmation, there are no
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other similar patterns in different types of useful clarification questions. Our pattern analysis also shows that more
than 80% of useful clarification questions can be generated with 25 patterns. This finding suggests that the identified
patterns can be used in asking/generating useful clarification questions in conversational search systems.

F IGURE 17 Popular clarification patterns grouped by type.

After studying the characteristics, types and patterns of useful clarification questions, we investigate the differ-
ences between the pattern of useful and non-useful clarifications. We compare popularity distributions of the patterns
of the useful (P(x)) and non-useful clarification questions (Q(x)) by computing point-wise Kullback-Leibler Divergence
(DKL ). The popularity of distribution is based on the frequency of patterns. Figure 18 shows the top ten and bottom
ten patterns by DKL score. Positive scored patterns are used more in useful clarification questions, while negative
scores are patterns used more in non-useful clarifications. Comparing Figures 17 and 18 shows that there are some
popular patterns that are shared in both useful and non-useful clarification questions. However, some of them are
more common in one group. For example, the patterns Do you mean andWhat is/are (noun) are in popular patterns of
useful clarification questions presented in Figure 17. However, the pattern of Do you mean is more likely to be asked
in useful clarifications. In contrast, the patternWhat is/are (noun) is common with non-useful clarifications.
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F IGURE 18 The top ten and bottom ten patterns by point-wise KL-Divergence, (P(x)) is popularity distributions of
the patterns of the useful clarification questions and (Q(x)) is popularity distributions of the non-useful clarification
questions.

5 | DISCUSSION

Information seeking community forums have been studied widely over the last two decades (e.g. (Liu et al., 2008;
Li and King, 2010; Riahi et al., 2012; Zhang et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2015; Le and Shah, 2018)). However, human-
to-human interaction in such platforms in terms of interaction with clarification questions is a new area of interest.
This is particularly helpful as it can enhance our knowledge of developing conversational search systems with higher
performance. We showed that there is some research on generating and asking clarification questions and some
studies on clarification questions in QA forums. While generating and asking a clarification question is important,
getting an answer for the clarification question can even bemore important (Tavakoli, 2020). This means a clarification
question helps the search system only when the user provides an informative answer. To improve the performance
of conversational search systems by generating clarification questions that engage the users more actively (useful
clarification question), we attempted to find characteristics of such clarifications in terms of types and patterns in this
study.

The aim of our research was to understand why some clarification questions lead to more engagement from
Askers. This is because we discovered that many clarification questions are left unanswered, and such clarification
questions are generally not useful in helping to better understand an Asker’s information need. We could not have
understood this without investigating the answer to the clarification questions at the same time. Therefore, we clas-
sified clarification questions with respect to the type of answerer. This is in contrast to Braslavski et al. (2017) who
only studied the clarification question itself.

We understood from Table 3 that there are notably fewer Responders answering in the QF site compared to
the other sites. We speculate that the nature of a site’s topic influences the behaviour of users in engaging with
clarification questions. In domains where expert knowledge is required, e.g. QF, the questions are more specific
where the Asker is the only person who can answer.

We also observed similar trends in three domains in terms of the number of asked potential clarification questions
per post with an accepted answer versus the percentage of potential clarification questions which was answered by
the Asker in each post (Figure 10). This observation contrasts with the findings of Zou et al. (2020) who investigated
clarification question-based systems and showed that Askers normally answer 11-21 clarification questions on av-
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erage. We conjecture that underlying differences between the analysed platforms account for this divergence: the
architecture and the nature of Zou et al. ’s system was different from a typical QA forum: while we investigate natural
language questions on QA forums, Zou et al. (2020) performed their experiments in the domain of the Amazon retail
platform, where a user answered questions generated by the system with a “Yes”, a “No” or a “Not Sure”, to find a
target product to buy.

The usefulness of clarifications in this study was investigated using manual annotation, and to enhance the ac-
curacy of the analysis, we sampled 557 potential clarification questions with their answers for labelling, which was
more than double the sample size of the previous study conducted by Braslavski et al. (2017). Our annotation showed
that those clarification questions answered by the Asker are more valuable in terms of adding value to the post and
the accepted answer. The findings led to proposing new definitions to distinguish useful and non-useful clarification
questions.

As the first step towards understanding how to generate useful clarification questions in information seeking
conversations, we attempted to find the type and patterns of such clarifications. When we detected the type and
patterns of the useful and non-useful clarification questions, we applied them to all potential clarification questions
in three investigated sites and found similar trends. While the top 20 patterns and related types of useful clarification
questions extracted from manual annotation and useful potential clarification questions extracted by the automatic
classifier found to be all the same, in type recognition analysis presented in Figures 12 to 16 we only focused on
potential clarification questions. However, comparing the results with manually labelled clarification questions, we
found that the results are consistent.

Our type classification was also more detailed compared to previous studies (e.g. (Kato et al., 2013)). The type of
Reason proposed by Kato et al. (2013) questioned a general aspect of the post (General type) or an unknown aspect
(Ambiguity type). Therefore, it was decomposed into the General and Ambiguity types. In addition, the types of Se-
lection and Check had noticeable similarity and we merged them into the type Confirmation. The types More Info and
Experience in previous studies were the same as our types of Ambiguity/Incompleteness and Suggestion, respectively.
In this work, we also introduced two new types: Paraphrasing and Incorrectness.

We also noticed that there are some potential clarification questions in each type that are not actual questions.
For example, in the type of Suggestion, the Responder normally did not look for any answer (e.g. “Monte Carlo simu-
lation in financial engineering” by Glasserman help you?). This case was found to be dominant in the type of Suggestion.
Nevertheless, even in our study, types may overlap in some cases, which means a clarification question may belong to
more than one type. For example, the clarification question “Have you considered using the Fama/French market factor
as a reference?” can fall into either the Confirmation or Suggestion types; in such cases, it was assigned to both types.

Comparing our results with the previous study carried out by Braslavski et al. (2017) showed us the most frequent
patterns are different when we investigate all clarification questions (regardless of their answers) compared with
those useful clarification questions that are answered by the Asker and help the post to get an accepted answer.
Even some of the most frequent patterns of general clarification questions suggested by Braslavski et al. (2017) fall
into non-useful clarification questions (Figure 18). This highlights the importance of distinguishing useful clarification
questions from non-useful ones. The same thing was observed in the types of clarification questions. The type of
Ambiguity/Incompletenesswas found to bewell above others in terms of frequency in the useful clarification questions,
which is different from the previous finding. It is worth noting that three completely different sites of Quantitative
Finance (from Business domain), English Language and Usage (from Culture/Recreation domain) and Science Fiction and
Fantasy (from Life/Arts domain), were chosen for this study. While the nature of these domains is very different,
we observed similar trends in terms of users interaction and type and patterns of clarification questions. We also
mentioned earlier that there are 65%, 65%, and 85% similarity in the most popular patterns (top 20 patterns) of the
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two sites of QF and EL; the two sites of QF and SF; and the two sites of EL and SF, respectively. This suggests that the
findings can be applicable cross-domain.

6 | CONCLUSIONS

Asking clarification questions has been found to be an effective way to disambiguate and better understand user in-
formation needs. In this paper, we analysed the role of clarification in information seeking conversations. In particular,
we explored asynchronous conversations extracted from multiple Stack Exchange sites, studied clarification questions
based on their answers, and provided insights into useful clarifications–those whose answers help reach accepted
answers of user information needs. We examined and answered the following research questions:

• RQ. 1: What clarification questions are more useful? (in terms of helping the Asker to get a correct answer)?
– We found that many clarification questions are left with no answers, and some of them do not add value to

the post, i.e., answering the user information needs is independent of those clarifications. This shows that
it is important to identify and characterise useful clarifications. Therefore, we discerned useful clarification
questions from non-useful ones based upon the results.

• RQ. 2: What are the characteristics of useful clarification questions?
– We classified useful clarification questions into different types based on user intents and extracted their pat-

terns. Our analysis showed that the type of Ambiguity/Incompleteness is the most frequent compared to the
other types, regardless of the topic. Moreover, we showed that three other types, Confirmation, General and
Suggestion, are also useful for the post to obtain an accepted answer as they can lead to about 41.27%more suc-
cessful resolution of information needs. Investigation of useful and non-useful clarification questions showed
that there are specific patterns, which are not only the most common for useful clarification questions but
also are less asked for non-useful clarification questions. Such patterns can be employed by conversational
search systems for generating clarification questions that are more likely to result in user engagement with a
conversational system.

In the future, we intend to expand this study by focusing on information seeking user-agent conversations. The
synchronous nature of such conversations and the impact of system mistakes are likely to make the work more chal-
lenging. We are also interested in applying our findings to clarification question generation models for various conver-
sational information seeking scenarios (e.g. when we have several generated clarification questions for a query, the
common patterns detected in this study can be considered to select the most engaging clarification question). Study-
ing the cost and benefit of asking clarifications in conversational search systems, in addition, to accurately utilising
the user responses to clarification for satisfying the user information need, are also left for future work.
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